CARBON REACTIVATION
How it makes cents!

For many years the low cost of carbon and the high cost of energy made reacti-
vation less attractive than disposal. With carbon prices rising over 50% in the
past couple of years reactivation has now become an economically sound option.

Here are just a few benefits to recycling your spent carbon:

COST SAVINGS:

**Reactivation:** Send your spent carbon back to our facility for regeneration, you
save the disposal cost.

**Custom remanufacturing:** Send us your spent carbon for remanufacturing for your
own reuse., you pay for the reactivation service.

The above programs require minimum quantities.

LEED CERTIFICATION:
Recycling your carbon by remanufacturing helps your clients with Leed Certifica-
tions by reducing the amount of waste they send to the landfill.

Now is the time to be environmentally and economically conscious. In many appli-
cations the use of remanufactured carbons will be as effective at molecular filtration
as will a virgin carbon.

Please call or email at us to discuss setting up a reactivation program for your used
carbons.